Clue in to History
A Canadian speaks up.

There are a few things I feel I need to share in regards to history--some of the details
you seem not to have straight. So I have written a book for you in this email ;-) I don't
apologize to defend my native soil.
First off-- we need to be aware that people have been deliberately and systematically
brainwashed on certain things--these things are not true BUT they have been foisted
onto the public until they believe them. We need to see to it that we never re-enforce
these falsehoods. Hitler said that to get people to believe a lie--all you have to do is
repeat it often enough.
One of them--you well know --is that the KJV is hard to understand--and yet children in
the 16-1800s used it as a primer!! We need to do all we can to combat this and I am
thrilled that you do this and do it well!!
Pastors have been caught now using the saying that ‘Bible Study is boring’--so I guess
that is another campaign to brainwash people to hell.
The other is that history is boring. It is only boring if one has been pre-conditioned to
believe such rubbish. People going to the study of history without preconceived ideas
find it interesting indeed. We must not repeat these falsehoods or apologize for our
subject. I loved history as a child--would read it any chance I got and took pride in
knowing.
When I heard __ say in one presentation how he went to China and the poor souls there
had NO knowledge of history--not even the second world war--I was devastated in
mind!! I realized that is where the elite of this world want to take us all.
History is no longer taught routinely in the schools--one only gets history if you take it as
a major or extra class and even then it is corrupted and boiled down. I have a CD-ROM
put out for high-school children to study and everything to do with the persecution of
Protestants and the RCC's treachery in Britain and Ireland was turned totally around
backwards!!!
Brother, I realized that without history--humans are no better than animals as far as any
awareness goes. The Historical movies have been put out by RCC influenced
producers, and the people are totally duped.
For example--the British are made to look stupid and effeminate and so on--because the
RCC hates Britain for standing against her. BUT the TRUTH is, it was the BRITISH who
first took the true Bible to the WORLD, and first enforced religious freedom in the world,
while the new world was still beating unlicensed pastors to death and persecuting
anyone who dared do anything on Sunday but sit all day in church. Sure it took Britain a
while to catch on to it, but they had it, and they took it world wide. The fact that so many
in India and other third world countries have the good education they have, is greatly to
do with the British system.
The British system of education used to be the best in the world--we had it here when I
was young and any Canadian moving from a school here to the USA would find
themselves many grades in advance of the Americans. Americans are mostly poorly
educated--even people with ‘degrees’ often do not have a good understanding of
grammar and vocabulary. The average Canadian--at least of my generation and likely

my son's knows more about USA history and geography than most Americans do about
Canada and often more than they know about their own country.
NOW I must address my own nation Canada--you stated that Canada was not part of
the 'earth' opened up to help the woman-(Revelation 12)-in this you mistake badly.
FRENCH CANADA was RCC and still is BUT the French were defeated by General
Wolfe:
[The Battle of the Plains of Abraham, also known as the Battle of Quebec, was a
pivotal battle in the Seven Years' War (referred to as French and Indian War in the
United States). The confrontation, which began on 12 September 1759, was fought
between the British Army and Navy, and the French Army, on a plateau just outside the
walls of Quebec City. The battle involved fewer than 10,000 troops between both sides,
but proved to be a deciding moment in the conflict between France and Britain over the
fate of New France, influencing the later creation of Canada.[5]]
In Days of yore,
From Britain's shore
Wolfe the dauntless hero came
And planted firm Britannia's flag
On Canada's fair domain.
Here may it wave,
Our boast, our pride
And joined in love together,
The thistle, shamrock, rose entwined,
The Maple Leaf Forever.
[CHORUS]
The Maple Leaf
Our Emblem Dear,
The Maple Leaf Forever.
God save our Queen and heaven bless,
The Maple Leaf Forever.
At Queenston Heights and Lundy's Lane
Our brave fathers side by side
For freedom's home and loved ones dear,
Firmly stood and nobly died.
And so their rights which they maintained,
We swear to yield them never.
Our watchword ever more shall be
The Maple Leaf Forever
This resulted in religious freedom coming to Canada and the RCC was frustrated in its
efforts to control all religion in Quebec--they never did control it in the rest of Canada. It
was at this time that the RCC turned its attention to colonizing the USA--they had their
greatest success in the Big Cities and this was the start of Jesuit infiltration of America.
Jesuits built San Francisco for example and controlled religion there.

CANADA had religious freedom--CANADA was protestant except for French Quebec
and they were controlled by the British system of law which stopped the RCC in its
tracks. CANADA treated the Indians like human beings--USA Indians tried to flee to
Canada to serve the ‘Great White Mother’ as they called our Queen. Some were allowed
to stay and granted protection and rights.
Yes, it was true, and still is, that after the French Revolution the Jesuits gained a
stronghold in Montreal and from there have tripped and bothered the country ever since-BUT CANADA was a PROTESTANT LAND where many fled persecution and
found refuge. The Mennonites, the Hutterites and others settled largely here.
NOW to address South America--It was not Mayan etc in the 1700s!! That was way
back in history thousands of years. When Columbus found the New world in 1492 it
opened the way for Spanish conquistadors to invade central and south America and at
that time there were still some cultures of these more highly civilized people there, but
most were already extinct. BUT the Spanish and Portuguese with their ever-present
Jesuit priests to instruct them in cruelty and atrocity--soon destroyed what was left of the
great sun-worshipping cultures--and brought the Indians to a poor and degraded state
totally controlled by the RCC—
Read this True story:
YES--you were right it wasn't Protestant-- BUT it was ROMAN CATHOLIC in the
1600s and 1700s. The south-western part of what is now USA was controlled by
Spanish Jesuits RCC also. The French Jesuits had moved into Washington and Oregon
too but were driven out by the tremendous self sacrifice of a protestant missionary
doctor who made an incredible journey to eastern USA to warn them what was
happening and the USA stopped them in time. He and his family were later killed by
Indians under the guidance of Jesuit Priests.
Yes history--true history is amazing.

